**Name of Policy: Creating a physical space for the Graduate School**

Proposer: Aurora Herrera, Graduate School Officer  
Seconders: Olesea Matcovschi, the President, Malek Arab, VP Education and Andrew Tripoli, Student Senator (PGT)

**This Union Notes:**

1. There is no central physical space that post graduate students can go to for information or to foster a healthy community through interactions within a common space.
2. Graduate students account for approximately 50% of the total student population at City, University of London.
3. The Union believes that creating a space would engender a sense of cohesion and community as well as assuaging the frustrations created by limited and convoluted access to information for half of the student population.

**This Union Believes:**

1. That graduate students should have a space that they can identify as their own.
2. That graduate students would benefit greatly from a streamlined information gathering process through a central hub.
3. That graduate students deserve a better space to develop their community.

**This Union Resolves:**

1. That the SU President will liaise with the space management committee to identify potential spaces.
2. VP Education will bring this policy to the Board of Studies.
3. Students’ Union will campaign for this policy throughout the year.